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Cast Bios 
 
JODIE SWEETIN (Candace) – Actress, producer and author, Jodie Sweetin garnered the love 
of millions in her role as Stephanie Tanner on ABC’s long-running, hugely popular sitcom “Full 
House,” which still airs in syndication.  She recently returned to her role as Stephanie in Netflix’s 
highly anticipated spinoff, “Fuller House.”  Netflix renewed the series for a second season just 
five days after the series premiered and its continued success garnered an instant third season 
pick up.  The return of “Fuller House” has been a favorite across numerous generations and the 
series has won the People’s Choice Award for Favorite Premium Comedy Series, the Kids Choice 
Award for Favorite Family TV Show and the Teen Choice Award for Choice TV: Comedy in 2016, 
2017 and 2018.  “Fuller House” was also nominated for Choice TV: Chemistry.  
 
Sweetin also stars with her actress friends Beverley Mitchell and Christine Lakin in the POP TV 
unscripted comedy “Hollywood Darlings,” which has already had two successful seasons.  In 
addition to co-starring, Sweetin serves as co-executive producer on the project. 
 
In 2016, Sweetin was the third most Googled actress of the year and the sixth most searched 
subject on Yahoo.  She also lit up the dance floor on ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars,” where she 
partnered with Keo Motsepe.  In 2017, Sweetin starred in her first Hallmark Channel holiday 
movie “Finding Santa.” 
 
Originally from Orange County, Sweetin always knew she wanted to be an entertainer.  Her 
mother saw that she loved performing and, at three-and-a-half years old, she began doing print 
ads and commercials.  Sweetin soon booked her breakout role in “Full House” and secured her 
spot in pop culture with her cute lisp and catchy tag line, “How rude!” 
 
In 2009, Sweetin published her memoir, UnSweetined, documenting her life growing up in the 
spotlight and the years following.  In her rare spare time, she loves to dive into a good book. 
 
Sweetin lives in Los Angeles and usually keeps busy going on adventures with her daughters, 
Zoie and Beatrix. 
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BRENDAN FEHR (John) – Brendan Fehr recently finished a four-season run starring as Drew 
on the NBC series “The Night Shift.” A former Army medic turned doctor, Drew is proud to be 
part of the often-ridiculed night shift and engages in mixed martial arts as a way to reduce the 
stress that comes with the job.  Fehr has also been recurring on AMC’s hit series “Better Call 
Saul.”  
 



Fehr quickly emerged as one of Hollywood’s most versatile talents.  With his performance in the 
popular cult television series “Roswell,” in which he portrayed the quiet and complicated alien 
Michael Guerin, Fehr gained a loyal fan base.   Following that series, he was cast as the co-lead 
in ABC Family’s television series “Samurai Girl,” in which he played Jake Stanton, a martial arts 
expert who teaches the daughter of a rich Japanese businessman how to protect herself when 
she sets out to avenge her brother’s death.  In addition, he’s had recurring roles on popular 
television series such as “CSI: Miami,” in which he played Dan Cooper, “Longmire,” “Nikita,” and 
“Bones,” in which he portrayed Jared Booth.  
  
Fehr’s feature film credits include The Long Weekend, opposite Chris Klein; Final Destination, 
Child Star with Jennifer Jason Leigh; Biker Boyz, in which he starred alongside Laurence 
Fishburne; The Fifth Patient, opposite Peter Bogdanovich and Marley Shelton; Fox’s X-Men: First 
Class and, most recently, Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy.  
 
Fehr is set to star in the upcoming independent feature film Daughter of the Wolf, opposite 
Gina Carano and Richard Dreyfuss.  
 
An emerging director, he recently helmed “The Ugly Christmas Sweater” for Lifetime. 
 
Fehr resides in New Mexico. 
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